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             Many people say to me that humans are not animals, animals are 

animals. But this is the speciesist delusion. Humans are animals too. So this 

page is devoted to our non-human relatives. 

             This page is mostly about mammals, with a few exceptions. But I am 

aware the distinction is somewhat delusional. The notion of a real 

separation of birds, insects, plants, frogs, lizards and mammals is 

somewhat delusional. Not entirely, but somewhat. With the huge decline in 

insects reported by the Klefled entomological society in western 

Germany,  comes the similar declines in populations of insects and animals 

that eat them:  birds, frogs, lizards and others. Bradford Lister records a 6o 

% loss in the insects of Puerto Rico. Somewhere around 80% of plants 

depend on insects to pollinate them, worldwide. If they go or their 

populations decline,  as they are, more than 75% in some places, the effect 

on other species including most vertebrates like us, will be devastating. 

When one analyzes the causal factors of these declines, namely herbicides 

and pesticides as well as climate change, it is clear that the earth is 



threatened by a limited number of corporations and rich men, and their 

wives, and the “free market” ideology that keeps them going as well as how 

they run their companies. The problem is profits, the cost is paid 

by humans who lose their jobs to overseas production, which verges on 

slave labor: and it is paid by animals and insects. ----Human poor people, 

non-human insects and animals. Our system is set up to make them pay 

this cost,--this cost is supported by various unjust laws, which make up the 

legal imperative to make profits and make shareholders wealthy. Corrupt 

Judges keep this whole enterprise going with unjust laws. 

 

 It is ridiculous—immoral, unethical-- that the wealth of shareholders 

should matter more than nature. CEOs and CFOs of corporations become 

rich—while scapegoating other animals, as well as some poor humans. The 

business and governments that enable this system of profit taking are also 

the same that cause animal abuse and methane production on pig or 

chicken farms or support excessive takes of fish in our seas. Banks and 

fossil fuel corporations causes global warming. The earth itself and all that 

lives on it is forced to pay for the vain wealth of the ultra-rich. How is it that 

the unjust rich get to destroy our planet, or, why don't we just tax them into 

fairness, isolate them or endanger them as they are endangering all that is 

alive? They do not deserve what they take from all of us.  Their wealth is not 

even remotely worth the extinction of the entire planet. 

 

 Saving animals, including insects, thus means limiting profits to the 

capitalist system, preventing the rich from their greed, taxing them heavily 

or putting them out of business. The notion that we cannot survive unless 

they are allowed to exploit everything is false. We can easily live without 



them. Our system is not currently set up to make them pay this cost,--the 

legal imperative to make profits and pay shareholders trumps the care and 

well being of all species and the health of all biomes. CEOs and CFOs, 

hedge-fund operators and others get rich at the expense of the 

environment, the poor, women, people of color and non-human animals 

and other mammals as well as insects. 

 

Since the current system is about rewarding them for the harm that they 

do, we are in trouble, animals of all kinds. insects and pollinators are in 

trouble. Much more work needs to be done isolating these people and 

making them pay for the harm they do. Studies about who the people are 

that make billions of dollars from climate change, oil production and 

refining, or making and using herbicides and pesticides, needs to be done. 

It is not hard work to do. 

 

The capitalist system needs to be studied more, and limited to the areas 

of  life where it does little or no harm. A  recent “ Fossil Fuel Financial 

Report” called “Banking on Climate Change.” The report showed that 33 of 

the world’s largest banks have financed $1.9 trillion into fossil fuels.  and 

cites JP Morgan, Chase Manhattan Bank, Well Fargo,  City Bank, and Bank 

of America as the worst offenders--- the  four major banks that are 

supporting the fossil fuel industry to the order of many billions of dollars. 

These should be seen as criminal organizations that are destroying our 

earth. 

 (https://www.ran.org/bankingonclimatechange2019/) 

 

https://www.ran.org/bankingonclimatechange2019/


            An ‘animal’ means anything that moves of its own will and is organic, and 

reproductive,  anything from a Clam to a Protozoa. Moose, Chimp, 

Whale or Human is an animal. Anton van Leeuwenhoek called unicellular 

organisms, ‘animacules’. He looked at them in some of the 

first microscopes ever made, apparently magnifying them 500 times bigger 

than life sized. In the Oxford dictionary, animal is defined as anything that 

“breathes” or has breath, though there is a colloquial, largely fictional and 

religious definition that separates humans and animals, the former being 

defined as “spiritual, moral and intellectual”. The first two definitions are 

highly questionable fictions or quasi fictions.  Humans are more immoral 

than any other species. The third, reason or intellectuality, being 

manifested in varying degrees, in many mammals, Dolphins, Chimps, 

Bonobos, Crows, Dogs, Cats, Elephants and others.   

 

Animals all deserve respect as sentient and thinking beings. They may not 

think as humans do, but humans need to make the effort to understand 

how and why they think for themselves. Every animal thinks in its own way, 

not as a human. 

           In what follow I will try to talk about evolution and individual species and 

where possible individual in that species. After speaking of animals in 

general I will deal with the issues of speciesism, and why humans wrongly 

think they can do whatever they want with species or the earth. 



 

Muskrat lodge in mid winter 

 

            

            



 

Pterosaur (Tupandactylus Imperator) 

Looking at the evolution of nature is important to understanding who we 

are and how we got here. As such it is key that we start acting as part of the 

planet we live on, the equal of other animals, not at all superior to them. So 

for instance if we look at the Pterosaur. 

 

The Pterosaur was a flying reptile. The questions I asked myself about this 

image were: 



1. How are they different than bats? 

2. Why did they go extinct? 

3. What is the realtion of Dinosuars to Pterosaurs? 

 

1.The answer to thse questions are that the bats do not enter the scene until 

54 million years ago, it is thought. Pterosaurs went exteinct somewhere 

around 66 million years ago. So there are 12 million years where neither 

exist. Morever the bats has four of its fingers involved in the structure of the 

wing, whereas the Pterosuar has only the forth finger in the wing. This is a  

big difference and there has been no intermediat found. So very likely, 

Pterosaurs and bats are not closely related. 

 

2.Why did they go extinct?; It looks like they went extict due to the Late 

Cretaceous peroid about 65-66 million years ago. There is a dispute why 

this happened. Some think there was a large meteor that hit around what is 

now called the Yucatan peninsula near Mexico. The Deccan Traps are are a 

huge area of volcanic mountins east of Mumbai, India. For a million years 

or so the volcanic eruptions were far bigger and with much more 

destructive power than the rather small Meteor that appears to have hit the 

Yucatan. Gerta Keller has been claiming this for 30 years or more but only 

recently has the world started listening to her. The meteor’s she says, 

cannot have caused the extinction because the evidence shows that the 

glass spherules that were ejected from it are 100, 150 thousand years too 

early to be a major part of the mass extinction.. The only event big enough 

to have caused the mass exinction of 65 or 66 million years ago is the 

volcanism of the Deccan Traps in India. 

 



3. The Pterosurs are not exacty dinosuars, nor are they birds,  nor did birds 

derive form them, though Pterosuars are evidently related to both birds and 

dinosuars. They were endothermic meaning they were warm blooded, 

thought to be so because of the hair that was over most of their bodies. 

 

 



 

“Lucy” 

 

 

This is a study done after the sculpture facsimile done by someone at 

CMNH of Lucy the Australopithicus Afarensis. 3.4 million year old woman 

who was found by David Johansen in the 1970’s. 



 

 

 

 

This was a replica of an ancient, now extinct Mammoth in a show at 

CMNH, drawn in Feb 2015. This sculpture was life sized. After doing the 

drawing of the Mammoth I  had my wife stand in front of it and I sketched 



her, quickly, to show the actual size of this animal. More than twice her 

size.  14 to 15 feet at least.  There has been talk for some years about trying 

to regenerate a Mammoth using DNA from one of the preserved animals in 

the Siberian Tundra and then using a female African Elephant to try to 

implant the DNA,  getting her to bring the Mammoth to term.  

Darwin is often too sanguine about animal extinctions, assuming they are 

the result of environmental stress and normal. I am not sure here. One 

theory has the Mammoths killed off by humans, over most of the earth, 

which seems a questionable, but possible theory. How many species have 

humans killed off? But still even if this an exception, the most fatal animal 

on earth is certainly the human animal. By no means is it the shark or the 

lion. Humans tend to exempt themselves from all considerations of 

violence done by themselves, wrongly. 

 

 

 



 

Otzi, 5000 bp. 

 

 

Understanding the positive and negative aspects of ancient humans is also 

important in seeing who we were and how we are likely to develop now. 

Before Otzi found his death in the Italian Alps, there were the 

Neanderthals. It is clear that for many years Neanderthals were seen 

through human prejudices of our erroneous superiority. They were 



regularly denigrated. Now Svante Paabo has shown that they became part 

of us: we bred with them. This is a good discovery and raises the image of 

the Neanderthals in  real ways. We are on the way to no longer using this 

speciesist argument. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Musk Ox and baby. 

 

 

I have never seen a live Musk Ox.  I have seen one that was taxidermized in 

a   great Hall at CMNH. Otherwise, I have only seen them in videos or 

photographic images. Generally I don’t like making images from photos not 

my own, but this one is a picture of what I wish I had seen. This is a 

composite of various images. 

 



          I have seen Salamanders of various species, and American Toads, which I 

have studied. They migrate near me and I do not see them every year, but 

almost. Indeed nearly all my paintings involve some study on my part, and 

are meant to inspire others to make their own study. 

 

 

Yellow Spotted Salamanders 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Homage to Rachel Rhyuch, 

1664-1750 

(American Toad, Japaese Beetle, Metalmark Butterfly, fly,) 

  

 

 

 

 

Religion is a speciesist fiction and so calling domestication, 

‘domesecration’, as David Nibert does, combining words like domestication 



with  desecration, will not work either. Making animals symbolic ‘spiritual” 

or “sacred” that are ‘desecrated’ objects did not work during the age of 

religions, nor will it work now.  Killing animals is not ‘desecrating” them 

that were never “sacred” to begin with. The idea of sacred animals, like the 

idea of sacred people is itself a human centered ideology, a projection of 

human interests on nature. It is killing them which is far beyond imaginary 

desecration. The Church Fathers thought animals were vessels of sin; 

Buddhists thought animals lesser beings. 

           Animals are seen, wrongly, in Hinduism and Buddhism as being like 

women. Speciesism and sexism go together. Hinduism threatened that one 

might come back as a woman or a monkey if one were mistaken or less than 

others in one’s behavior. These are mistaken ways to look at animals, or 

human females, as bad as posing oneself with a dead deer with a lot of 

antlers, dead in front of a dead animal posing as a proud killer. In fact, 

posing proud to be a killer is merely to be a fool behind a dead animal.--- A 

dead animal that one despicably killed for pleasure with a high tech shot 

gun or a techno bow and arrow, made to not miss. It is hardly admirable, 

indeed, it is shameful. There is no sport in that. 



 

Drawing Kids: Archery 

 

            I am not opposed to protest images such as Sue Coe makes  but don’t want 

to make them myself at this point. I have made protest images, but only 

when I was personally involved.  Such images involve one in the cruelty 

itself. I know what or who causes their suffering. I do not wish to show 

tortured animals. I know  it is a reality, just as I have picked up countless 

dead wild animals off roads. But however much I might protest that, the 

cars move on. The facts are that  many people want to eliminate all that I 

love, art, history and philosophy and replace it with Jeff Koon’s empty 91 

million dollar metal cartoon rabbit, and  call that art, when it isn’t anything 

but a fictional rabbit, seemingly angry and perhaps pooping. It is all about 



money. He is not an artist at all, but a businessman, and people who sell 

such garbage are shysters or fools, and people who buy it even more so.  

          They are even talking about self -driving cars now, which is a new form of 

both animal and human abuse, putting millions out of the jobs while 

billionaires prosper. Human “enterprise” serves what the historian Charles 

Beard called, “prosperity” by which he meant greed, as against the much 

better idea of equality, racial, gender and non-human equality.  At the 

moment the racist male centered notion of CEO prosperity is destroying 

many lives, animal or non-human species and the planet itself. 

 

            But I have yet to depict animal killers or self-driving cars.  Self -driving 

cars are thankfully not legal in the US yet. But even experimental uses of 

them already killed a woman in Arizona. The person monitoring the car was 

too busy watching a movie on their cell phone to notice the woman in front 

of the car. The danger of self-driving cars and cell phones was shown in this 

one killing.  

 

Andrew Wyeth did a squirrel killed by a car. I could do that, I might even.  

But now I do not wish to. The full horror of what people do to animals is too 

intense, too awful. Showing it, while necessary, is itself a kind of abuse. Jeff 

Koons fake metal rabbits are bad enough,  empty symbols of an even 

emptier art world gone bad, symbolizing the fake cartoon dreams of the 

upper class Americans, who are killing off everything that matters, 

destroying the whole planet and everything on it. Koons’ bogus sculptures 

are symbols of that  and who ever bought it is part of what is destroying our 



world too. Americans are empty headed beings, mostly, who only care 

about themselves and their “freedom” taking freedom away from other 

animals who are far more free in fact than your average American. 

            Understanding that humans are often a cruel and selfish species is often 

dealt with in what I write, and it is a background to these images, which 

seek to show the fact of these animal’s lovely existence, not their cruel 

deaths. Writing is more abstract and distant than painting. I wish to 

preserve the dignity of animals and not show them as human’s abuse them. 

I might at some point show anials or insects comprimised. I often think 

when I take a dead animal off the road, ‘this is what humans think of them’, 

and it is, most humans do not care if they are run over and bloody, they do 

not care about them at all. Writing is more abstract than painting as 

painting involves showing the actual thing. 

           So how will images of cows heads going limp after they are dead bolted, or 

chickens in their typewriter size cages, beaks cut off--- so the will not peck 

each other’s eyes out, or running in circles with no head at all, ---help prove 

how horribly humans treat animals? Few people care about it, as they are 

all taught to hate animals and see humans as superior from their youth.  If 

our education systems started teaching children animals, oceans, rivers, 

forests or deserts are worth as much as human beings, that might begin to 

make our world a better place. One can see what people do if one wants to 

see it. 

             Actually I have done some protests of mistreatment of animals, but they 

do not follow the usual formula of showing abuse and expecting the 



outraged response. I was outraged by the Cleveland Metroparks killing 

some deer I loved and did this painting in a grief response: 

 

I don’t know if there is a more beautiful animal than a deer. Perhaps one of 

the African Antelope or Gazelle is as beautiful. How anyone, even a lion, 

would want to kill them is beyond me. My friend Lynn would say “that is 

nature’s way”.  I am not so sure about that. 

 

These two I got closer to than any deer I had ever known. I actually layed 

down in the autumn leaves with them, which had absorbed the 

sun all morning and I rested with them. They put up their heads knowing 

what I was doing, watched me--- and let me keep going and 

 laid down their heads once I was done moving. I had been allowed to rest 

with them closely, no  deer had ever done that—trusting me that much. 

I quite literally loved them that is for sure. And saw them nearly every day 

for a year or so. They did little or no harm to anyone,  any animal, and 

maybe a bird or two did not nest because of them. But is that a deer’s fault, 



or is it humans who force deer into their suburban parks, depriving them of 

free eating rights. Blaming them for what humans have done to the land, 

when it is the developers who are at fault. They live off the death of the 

deer, young cops killing them to support their overpriced houses.  As the 

fawn licks her mother, that is me crying for their deaths at the hands of 

young cops who will kill anything they are told to kill. I who had lain  

with them in the warm leaves during more than one morning—I was not 

guilty of their dying.  

I did not show the deer killed, even though they had been. I could have, but 

did not want to. I showed instead how beautiful and moving 

they were to me, to anyone sensible, when they were alive. I also was 

showing the fawn licking or kissing the mother and wish 

they knew how to hide. The title of the work is “Deer I Loved Murdered by 

the Cleveland Metroparks”. In the background is me with my hands over 

my eyes, probably weeping. I loved these two deer. I could have 

immortalized the person who murdered the deer, But, frankly, such a 

person deserves utter forgetting, not attention.  The false perception that 

there are “too many deer” is exactly wrong, there are far too many humans. 

The way to deal with this is to advocate for lessening human populations, 

and the way to do this is to advocate for  increased contraception for 

humans. People should not have more than two children. If there is no 

alternative, one must not give into the falsity that there are too many deer, 

but to appease those calling for deer murder, give the female deer the 

immune-contraception called PZP, which has been used successfully at 

places like Hastings on Hudson in New York State. At least 

then there is no killing. Deer numbers can be brought down, just as human 



numbers can be brought down. Killing them to bring down 

these numbers is immoral, but in some cases it is necessary. It is a human 

problem, not a deer problem. It is humans who have killed off or removed 

the habitat and predators that keep deer numbers down. You can see one of 

my protests online here: 

http://www.naturesrights.com/deer%202.asp 

 

The man who is running this program at Hastings on Hudson is Allen 

Rutberg. 

  

 

 

So this painting is really about educating people about the brutality of 

humans, their ignorance and they cruel policies they endorse. It is further 

about real solutions that do not involve killing. This makes this work not 



just a protest piece but an  artwork that seeks to educate others and to 

mourn the death of these much loved deer. It is also a means to stop the 

absurd policy of using high technological killing and capitalist profiteering 

as a means both to make money for killers and to control deer populations. 

If one wishes to control deer populations then the way to do it is not to kill, 

but to control reproduction. The deer do not need this, humans do. As usual 

it is a human problem not an animal problem. 

 

I think the attempt to “shock” people with atrocious images has a small 

place in the history of art, as in some of Goya’s images of war, or in 

photographs of Auschwitz, and possibly in a few images of Diane Arbus or 

even a few of Sue Coe’s things.  But in general I prefer a more personal 

response. I wrote in a poem about the sad plight of Coyotes that love of 

beauty should be our ‘revenge”, not love of atrocity. We aim to stop the 

killing, even in ourselves, and not merely to protest it in others. 



 

Western Black Tail in Lupine on the Limantour Dunes. 

 



 

 

Deer Light Study 

This is perhaps the best individual study I have done of deer. 

July,2019 

 

 



 

 

 

Breathing with Deer at Dawn 

2000-2019 



 

White-breasted Nuthatch, Hickory and Beech trees 

 

Eating is an important thing, surely. Whether or not one eats animals is an 

important decision, though few actually think it through. I thought it 

partially through and did not like doing it for many years before I gave it 

up. It is not necessary, and when one gives it up, one begins to see just how 

much eating meat is the result of industry propaganda, and how ubiquitous 

that is.  The greed is serviced by the myth of protein, which is in vegetables 

and many other foods. They want you to think that that can only be gotten 

from meat. Not true.   It is clear that corporations such as Tyson foods are 

on the list of the very worst places that encourage the Coronavirus.  In their 



plant in Waterloo Iowa, they have caused  1,031 of the plant's estimated 

2,800 employees have tested positive for the virus. Another source says 

more recently that the meat industry has infected more than 6,500 line 

workers. 3o people are dead and 22 meat packing plants have been shut 

down. This mistreatment of workers and cynical regard for human life goes 

back to Upton Sinclair and his exposure of the meat packaging industry in 

his book The Jungle. 

 Eating meat is part of an ideological system, once one stops doing it for 

long enough, one is outside the system. One can then see how the system 

works and who it serves. One sees how those who live in it are brainwashed, 

and how loudly they proclaim it is a necessity when it isn’t. One begins to 

see the ill effects and how it influences nearly everything in our society. 

Indeed, the meat addiction is a real thing and it is an ideological one as well 

as a physical and unnecessary. They are mistaken but how does one tell 

them that? 

 

 



 

At Heroes 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

So, how did I come to this point of view? I remember an old room in High 

School, and I was maybe in 11th grade. I had the art teacher, who was a bad 

teacher. Hair like Robert Wagner and Liberace. Swooped over his forehead, 

liked us to see his chest hair. 

 

He had a red Cutlass car with a white interior and liked to ride around with 

the top down, and show off, a pretty woman in his car,  

blonde hair blowing in the wind. Stereotype after chiche. I disliked Andy 

Warhol, who I was sure was no artist, but a charlatan and a fraud. I have 

not stopped thinking he is that even now. Bad art, advertising art,  fake, 



trying to sell stuff. The opposite of an inquiry into what is real or not real. 

Glory in the fake and the money making.  

 

My teacher said we had to do an Andy Warhol. The worst possible 

assignment for me. “Why must this guy be over me,  I do not respect him”, I 

thought. So, I made an image that negates the advertising nature of 

Warhol’s work. I made an image very like the one above. I did the opposite 

of a Warhol, I negated the advertisement and made a piece about labor 

abuse instead. Much more realistic, not at all a Warhol cliché. I got a bad 

grade on it. 

The one above I made 4 years ago to try to remember what I had done in 

my teens. This was done on Photoshop, whereas the original was my own, 

in oil,  and pretty good as I recall. I destroyed it. I was only 16 when I did 

this, and, as I just said, I remember getting a low grade on this, as I did on 

everything in this man’s class. It was clear he disliked me too. He had a 

student who was beyond his scope. He liked the make fun of me. I gave up 

on art classes because of this man. I remember too doing a study of a vase 

of flowers on a chair in the upstairs bathroom, and crying as I did it, 

knowing he would not like my attraction to realism. In a rare moment of 

compassion, my Dad came in to see me, hearing me crying and trying to 

comfort me. I tried to explain to him what the matter was, but I could see 

he did not understand, but I was glad at least he tried to understand. He 

could be a good Dad. 

 

A Dutch boy is being forced by his boss to work. It shows him crying and 

tears rolling down his cheeks. He hates the work he is being forced to do.  



I felt exactly like this, not just in this class but in many classes.  In jobs too. 

I remember being forced to work 30 feet off the floor of the hold of a 700 

foot, Great Lakes Ship, grinding off welds, for repairs done at the top of the 

hold. It was a very dangerous job, pay was bad, and I could have easily 

fallen to my death, The fence on the top of the scaffold I was on was way too 

short, probably illegal, but it was clear the company was corrupt and the 

bosses could care less if I died. I looked down the 30 feet to the metal floor. 

I put down the heavy grinder-20 maybe 25 lbs. and went and told the 

foreman this is an unsafe job. He called me a coward. I don’t want to do 

this, I said. I saw what kind of man he was. He was a bad man, unwilling to 

join a union against this kind of labor abuse. He was willing to kill a 17 or 18 

year old boy to make the owners of the ship a few more dollars. As if it were 

my fault he was an idiot. Worker abuse…. 

The Dutch boy is being forced to do illegal child labor. Indeed, Dutch Boy 

paints company was deeply  involved in false advertising, as are many  

corporations. Advertising is mostly about lying to people to make money 

from them while one gives them less and less for what they pay for.  

The number of potato chips in a bag gets smaller and smaller, while the 

price of it goes higher. The amount of pop in a bottle is more and more 

watered down, sugar is replaced with high fructose corn syrup which is 

cheaper and makes the drinker die younger and want more of it. The car or 

camera is more and more made to fall apart sooner, the materials used to 

make it are of less and less quality, made in China with slave labor, yet the 

CEO gets richer and richer.  

 

Why are CEO’s so lionized? They are greedy jerks. Make them pay far more 



taxes, and get far less pay. They should be cut down to size, not 

supported by a corrupt Congress. Congress gives way too much of our 

money to the unfair and non-working rich. Workers who actually make 

things should be given far more a share of a company’s wealth. 

g 

I used the same background Van Gogh used in his self-portrait with ear 

bandage for the Dutch Boy image.. My point was to question pop art,  

comparing the emptiness of corporate life to a real child, crying and over-

worked, an abused youth. This harkens back to the great protest art of the 

1800s, Herkomer, Breton, Clausen and so many others.  Art should be 

about real people, not lying corporations. This humanistic message, or 

rather this message of nature and animals, both human and non-human, is 



a message that moves from my teens up to the present. This is not merely a 

subjective world view, as ‘artist’s statements’ are demeaned to be, but an 

objective and actual fact. I had many jobs when I was young and all of them 

were unequal and cost me much more than I was paid. Labor was usually 

over working,  the pay low, and the bosses were mean. I could abuse people 

in like manner if I worked hard. Why work myself up higher on the ladder 

when they whole thing was unjust? 

 

 I could not see doing this to anyone, bringing dishes from a table of 

drunks, who pile up the dirty dishes so high it can only be dropped on the 

table; painting endless walls and machines on a ship;  grinding off welds on 

a hold ceiling on a big ship with a 30 foot drop to the steel floor and the 

scaffolding dangerously low; the bosses could care less if I died there. I quit. 

Why work for them? They don’t care if I die, why should anyone work for 

these creeps? 

These are only a few of the jobs I had. 

 

 

 Why do I bring all this into a work of writing and art about animals?  I 

began with the idea that humans are animals, and moved on and explained 

why I do not wish to show animals in a position of indignity or death. My 

art teacher in 11th grade was trying to force us all to accept the indignity of 

advertising art, which is art that is close to death, an ‘art’ that serves a 

corrupt way of lying to make money. I would not go along with it. I was 

punished in high school for not going along with it, when I should have 

been rewarded. 



Showing the reality of a child crying when he is forced to work is very much 

like forcing animals into cages and using them as food. It is an abuse of life 

itself, like slavery. The image above of the deer murdered by the Cleveland 

Metroparks has a similar massage to the Dutch Boy being forced to paint. 

In both cases they are being forced to do something against their will in the 

interests of the ruling class, who decide their fate without asking and 

without being honest.  The killing of deer is about scapegoating the 

innocent. The killing of wild deer in our parks is not dissimilar to the effort 

to exploit workers, or force hard work on humans who will suffer doing it 

and be poorly paid.  

 

Corporate entities harm the poor and hurt women and the wild. This not 

only hurts the poor animals who are human, but the wild animals are 

harmed to enable humans to take their lands and food or even their lives. 

The rich go hunting for fun and steal money made by the hard work of 

labor. What is the point of allowing them to do that? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Human pregnancy, painting and drawing. 



 

The history of animals has been largely ignored as a subject. and this 

despite the fact that humans are animals too.  Aristotle”s 

 Inquiries on Animals , sometimes called the History of Animals, assumes 

human superiority already over 2300 years ago. He writes that 

 

 “plants are for the sake of animals, and that the other animals are for 

the sake of human beings, domestic ones both for using and eating, 

 and most but not all wild ones for food and other kinds of support, so 

that clothes and the other tools may be got from them.” 

One can go further back and say that only slowly is this demeaning attitude 

to other animals made a regular feature of human expression. By the 

time the paintings of Chauvet, Altamira or Lascaux animals are seen as fully 

the equal and in many cases,  better than human beings. How this change 

happened exactly is uncertain, but the rise of agriculture and the invention 

of money, buying and selling are invented in the meantime. This is what 

seems to have occurred in Mesopotamia, with kings who brag about killing 

120 Lions before breakfast. It could be that these invent the derogatory 

attitude that characterizes speciesism, disparaging women, people of darker 

skin. It is not known exactly how or when this happened, though there are 

various theories about it. One of them, typified by  David Nibert, is that the 

time of Chauvet case or Lascaux was a better time when animals and 

humans respected each other. There was very little meat eating. I don’t 

know how objective this is. I suspect it is an idealistic view. The facts appear 

to be far more complicated. Human dependence on animals for food is 



clearly an unnecessary fact of life.  Humans eat animals as part of a system 

of beliefs, often of a religious or economic kind. Chimps eat hardly any 

meat and do it largely as part of a male centered need of power. We are 

mostly derived from Chimpazees or Bonobos. Someone like Jane Goodall 

becomes an Animal Rights person and writes a book against the Chinese 

abuse of animals. (see Black Market: Inside the Endangered Species Trade 

in Asia Paperback – September 10, 2005 Jane Goodall wrote the 

introduction to it) 

 

 

This is a lovely sculpture in the Cleveland museum by Tilman 

Riemenschneider, a great sculptor in wood and stone. 

This is his small story of Aesop, in which a man is taking a thorn out of a 

lion’s foot. These are three views of the head, which I found very 

sympathetic. Aesop’s fable of the man helping the wounded animal is an 

ancient story that shows that the awareness of animals rights goes way back 

and humans are animals. In the story the Lion repays the man’s kindness 

when the Lion refuses to eat the man in a coliseum fight. The Lion is 



supposed to attack the old slave and eat him in front of thousands of 

people. Because the lion does not both are given their freedom. One 

wonders why the animal and the man are both freed in this case and not in 

others. It does not question the speciesism that is rife everywhere. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

I like doing horses. I have been studying their anatomy in person for years 

now. I only learn a little each time. It is a very difficult subject and one that 

I have trouble getting my mind around. The have a lot of similar muscles 

and bones to humans. But it is still difficult.  I admire George Stubbs who 

learned the muscles of the horse. He did some great paintings and drawings 

of horses… 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Shirley’s Horses. 

 

 

 



 

White Percherons at Swine Creek 

(Amish Country) 2019 

   



 

 

  

  

 



 



This is the final one in a series. Below are earlier attempts. 

 

   

 

 

The origin of the above painting is as follows . I had only lived in Point 

Reyes a short while, and one day I was out studying the Elk at Pierce Point. 

I did a wide view on the spot, using my little car as a desk to do the painting 

on with my little water bottle and little box of gouache paint. This is the 

result… 



 

 

 

  The male Elk who had a ‘harem’ was showing off his head decoration of 

grasses to the females. I was amazed by this behavior and watched it for a 

while. I had seen this from the beginning and saw him gather the grasses 

until they were thicker than even what I show below, and it was impressive, 

I toned down the thickness of the headdress because I wanted to see the 

face too, which was almost invisible in reality.  

When I got home I did a study of what I saw from memory of the Elk in his 

head dress and this is the result.  

 



 

 

 

I also did this one again from memory. 

 



 

 

 

 

This is not quite finished yet. It is close enough to put it up. It has taken me 

34 or so years to do this. Not a small amount of time. I did the small study 

for this, above, on site 34 years ago.  I was really concerned with the 

animals lives and did this oone of the Elk on the right, also 34 years ago. 



 

This is a small Goauche I did probably in 1987 or so. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

This I did probably in 1998 maybe 99. Notice this elk is still not done in the 

painting and it is now 2020. I can sometimes be very slow about these 

things. 

 

 



 

 



Notice the light on Tomales Bay and the mist rising over Inverness Ridge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The picture below shows the whole work but the one above is better, less 

saturated, but does not show the whole thing 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Squirrel Tail in Sunlight 

This one I worked on very recently. The figure was mysteriously looking the 

opposite way from the Squirrel. I didn’t dislike that, but it made more sense 

to turn me/him around. I tried to stay present at Heroes, which is where 

this is. As you can see, there is a large black Walnut on the left of the 



standing man, and the rest are maple trees of the same kind I put in the 

painting of the Tufted Titmouse, below. 

 

 

 

 



 

My daughter drawing a Taxidermized Squirrel. 

 

 

 



 

This is near the old barn I made a long work of, the one with my two kids in 

it. You can see all the way across the Cuyahoga Valley here, as well as some 

of the river itself. Those a mostly willow trees below which are very 

common in the river valley. There is a Black Squirrel and a Downy 

Woodpecker. There is a Black Cherry tree on the left, and a Grape vine on 



what looks to be a White Oak on the right. I am not sure what the smaller 

tree is in the front. 

 

      



            

Black Squirrel 

 

Two versions of the same work 



Drawiing of it below 

 

 

 

 



 

Finished thing with frame and Celtic knot border 

 

 



 

These were done quickly at the window in the winter at Lake Erie Canal and 

visitor’s center, while I was waiting for my kids to be done with their 

classes. 

 



 

Chipmunk’s World 

 

 

                                                 I spent a lot of time on the Chipmunk’s World. We were still living next 

to the Rocky River Reservation and I made a lot of studies outside 

in the autumn weather of leaves and lichen-covered sticks in late or early 



sunlight on video and in photos. I watched chipmunks for weeks 

and made a simple painted study of them, mostly from memory. (below) 

The leaves were all taken from these studies as were the nuts and 

sticks. I made studies of white crowned sparrows too in the same lighting 

conditions and of fallen walnuts in their seed packages. It was  

amazing weather that fall, and the light was magnificent. Indeed, it is as 

much a study of the light as it is of the Chipmunk’s life.  

                                           This time of year is a time where they are gathering all the seeds they can, 

and that is what this one is doing. I chose a spot near the hole 

that it lived down, near the place I called Heroes Peninsula (see the blog 

page on “Birds” for this area defined) and sat there mostly still for 

hours watching it as it came out, found seeds, and then went back down to 

put it in its storage den. Late light on a clear day was incredible and as 

this area is mostly maple trees, and the autumn leaves were ‘in their glory’, 

it was a great time to see these beings scamper through the leaves looking 

for seeds, eating them, on occasion, out of their exquisite hands. I also 

recorded them nearer where I lived, where the sun came down 

the river valley, very steep there, due to its proximity to the mouth of the 

Rocky River, where the river goes into Lake Erie, hampered now by 

the Cleveland Yacht club, which illegally dominates an area which used to 

be an Indian Burial Ground. 



 

  

 



 

Our Dog, less than a year old. 

 



I am very fond of dogs. They are generally dear and smart animals. They 

come from Wolves, of course. I did a small study of Darwin on dogs. He was 

writing and working well before the advent or understanding of genetics. It 

is not his fault. He tries to prove that dogs are the result of interbreeding 

between Jackal, Coyotes, Wolves and maybe Foxes. It turns out that Foxes 

cannot breed with any of them, because there is a huge disparity in the 

number of chomosomes. Foxes only have 32-38 whereas the other canids 

have 78. Why there is such variations in numbers of fox chomosomes is 

obscure, I can’t find the reason for this and am unsure anyone knows. I 

read an essay about it, but am not wiser. 

 Darwin had only anecdotal evidence to go by and so got this wrong. I don’t 

blame him as it is easy to be confused by the highly variable results. 

Jackals, Coyotes and Wolves can breed occaisonally, but they often can only 

interbreed further for a few generations, up to four, in the case of Coydogs, 

and then became infertile.  

“The offspring of Poodles with either coyotes and jackals, however, all 

showed a decrease in fertility, significant communication problems, 

and an increase of genetic diseases after three generations of 

interbreeding between the hybrids. The researchers therefore 

concluded that domestic dogs and wolves are the same species. 

It would seem that only Wolves and Dogs can interbreed without sterility or 

behavioral problems resulting. That would suggest that Darwin went wrong 

on his study of dogs and perhaps accepted too much anecdotal evidence 

when he should have doubted it. But it would go too far to say he is wrong, 



it would be more accurate to say he did not know enough, for which he is 

not to blame.  

All modern dogs are descendants of wolves is the conclusion I reach. This is 

suggested by DNA studies, which I think Darwin would have followed if he 

knew about it. He had only his diffuse theory of Pangenesis and Gemmules, 

which has a lot in common with the DNA theory but still is not it. I am not 

blaming Darwin for being wrong on dogs, thinking that several dog-like, 

Coyotes, Jackals and even Foxes had to do with dog evolution. It was a 

common idea at the time.  You can find Darwin’s theory about the evolution 

of Dogs in Chapter 1 of his book Animals and Plants under Domestication. 

A version of this book can be found online here: 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/24923/24923-h/24923-h.htm 

 

 



 

Red Fox Sitting, Wyoming, 

 2019 

 



 

Red Fox Walking on Deep Snow in Wyoming, 2019 

 

 



 

Red Fox at Heroes Wetland 

2000 



Most of the history of animals in high-brow philosophy is anti-animal. In 

Aristotle we have one of the first long and in depth studies of animals, 

which is good, but he negates what he did when he wrongly says. I quoted 

this above.  

“It is evident then that we may conclude of those things that are, that 

plants are created for the sake of animals, and animals for the sake of 

men; the tame for our use and provision; the wild, at least the greater 

part, for our provision also, or for some other advantageous purpose, 

as furnishing us with clothes, and the like.( from “On Government” 

Book 1 Chapt:8--- 

This is mistaken in many ways. Not only were animals not created but are 

self-created and humans cannot take animals willy nilly. Augustine, 

quoting Paul, "Whatsoever is not of faith is sin;" and animals are not of 

“faith”.  What he calls “temptations of the flesh” are equated with our 

“animal nature” and this association of ideas, which is demeaning to all 

animals and humans, informs the whole history of  Christianity. 

Augustine’s notion of “original sin”, accepted as a dogma in Catholicism, 

basically condemns all of nature to an inferior status, Only the “saved” or 

consecrated are good, Christian groups Protestant and Catholic wrongly 

claim. The notion that humans are ‘saved” and animals are lost is a 

ridiculous idea.  

 

Descartes atrocious views of animals I speak of at great length in the essay 

on Chomsky. One quote of this will suffice for now 



“Many things Descartes thought or said, particularly about animals, 

are archaic and medieval, inherited from archaic and backward 

Christian and Greek speciesism.” (( to see more see: 

https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.files.wordpress.com

/2017/01/historical-delusions-in-religions-and-modernist-

ideologies-nov-2019.pdf     )) 

 

 

 

Coyotes near Limantour 

2019 

 

 

https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/historical-delusions-in-religions-and-modernist-ideologies-nov-2019.pdf
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/historical-delusions-in-religions-and-modernist-ideologies-nov-2019.pdf
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/historical-delusions-in-religions-and-modernist-ideologies-nov-2019.pdf


Kant is likewise foolish in his opinion on animals. He writes:  

 

“Beings whose existence depends not on our will but on nature have, 

nevertheless, if they are not rational beings, only a relative value as 

means and are therefore called things. On the other hand, rational 

beings are called persons inasmuch as their nature already marks 

them out as ends in themselves. (Kant, 1785, 428) 

 

It is impossible to see an Orangutan, Giraffe, Coyote, Dog or Pangolin as  a 

thing, indeed, no living thing is a thing. This is absurdity.  Self-serving to 

meat eaters hunters and corporate persons, yes, but that is about it. 

Virtually all of philosophy up to and including much of the 20th century 

spouts this sort of nonsense, to such a degree that it is hard to take most 

philosophy seriously. Humans are animals, and this is not understood by 

but a few until recently. 

 

John Fyt’s painting “Diana and her Hunting Dogs Beside the Kill”  uses 

Greek myth to mirror aristocratic assumption of dominance and 

possession—---animals as status symbols – piles of dead beings--- recalling  

later pictures of thousands of Indians or dead buffalo,  or even Auschwitz, 

Hiroshima or Rawanda. Philosophy, from Plato and Aristotle up to 

Chomsky is heavily speciesist. This is less true of painting but there is 

painting that is part of this too. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cows in Sligo, Ireland, 1984 

 



This one I did in Ireland in 1984, near the mountain called Ben Bulben, 

where I did a gouache painting of the mountain too that day. I gave the 

painting of Ben Bulben to the owner of the property that gave me lunch, a 

poor trade perhaps but a delicious lunch. I would like to see that painting 

again, one of the few I foolishly sold or gave away. 

I have done only few domestic animals, other than dogs, horses and cats. I 

spent a lot of time with goats in California, with my daughter used to rake 

up goat poop at the zoo. Alderan knocked her down when she was two, 

Jerry watched out for her and she was close with Dove, the white goat. They 

were all good animals, though Alderan got taken out of the goat area 

because he was too prone to butting kids over with his horns. 

Cows were part of a system of conquest. Killing off the native peoples of a 

given area was partly about cow ranching. Originally the cow was the 

Auroch, a wild cattle related being who was wild and dangerous. They were 

made docile and easily milkable and killable by artificial selection. It is still 

the case today that cattle ranching is an excuse for racist extermination, 

where the Amazon region is being taken over by cattle ranchers, supported 

by Jair Bolsonaros and indirectly from traditionalists  climate change and 

evolution deniers like Olavo De Carvallo, Steven Bannon and Donald 

Trump. I did not know any of this when I did the work above, but this is the 

greatness of art. What was once was not known becomes known and the 

image that was made objectively,  becomes useful later. This shows how 

even well treated animals become part of a system of enslavement and 

oppressive money making. 

  



 
Beaver Lodge, Allegeny state Park 2016 

Beaver have fascinated me for many years. I have seen a lot of lodges, dams 

and banks they have made. They are amazing animals, and once one studies 

them killing them for food or sport is out of the question. They create so 

much life, and not just for frogs and fish, but many birds like the environs 

they create, so that I have seen Scarlet Tanagers and Cedar Waxwings 

among many other birds where the Beaver builds their ponds. The above 



pond is not far south from our house and more of a bank lodge that a 

central lodge which I show below. 

This one was near French Creek Road in Allegeny State Park in New York 

State a few years back. I spent most of the day doing this. I saw a bat 

with white nose disease flying near me, when I did this. There was also a 

pool, more of a large puddle really, that had four or five newts in it. 

The New York State Park, which this pond was in, destroyed this pond in 

recent years and decimated many Beaver ponds, sadly, and reportedly sold 

the Beaver to other parks. It was the best Beaver area I had ever seen, along 

Allegeny State Park, Route 2. It was a mistake for the park to do this. There 

are only a few real, wild beaver ponds there now, kept rather as souveniers 

of the old days, when animals were valued in that park, when there were at  

least 15-20 pairs of beaver. The idea of “too many beavers” is absurd, and 

has no basis in reality. It was a very healthy area, now used badly, mosly by 

human animals. The Beaver were rare and left alone, as they should be, and 

it as a dumb decision made by a questionable park official that removed 

them. 

 

This is one of many unrecognized problems made by officials about 

animals. Unfortunately, little thought goes into how the beaver or any other 

animal might feel about such removals. Only a human-centered, speciesist 

descision is made, and in most cases this is destructive, as this one was.  

My painting shows what this was like before is bull dozers came in and 

destroyed the area. I’ve seen Fracking done in the same area, and I know 

from history that this was Haudonosuanee, or Seneca Native American 

land, stolen by Euro-Americans for their own good. The land was stolen 



probably after the 1794 Treaty, and seems to have been taken by the 

Quakers and betrayed by George Washington. Our “Great” national hero. 

Who was Washiington but a speciesist and a racist, called a “town 

destroyer” by the Haudenosaunee, and rightly so. He made most of his 

money exploiting lands in Ohio and elsewhere.  

 

 



 
Beaver and Lodge, 2016 

 

 



 

 

 

 

                          The Koala is not doing terribly well in Australia. Humans keep 

hitting them with their cars, human caused climate change often kills them,  

as well as human deforesting of the Eucalyptus trees, the leaves of which 

they eat. It is thus being harmed and its population dropping due to 

humans and their greedy activities, specifically their not caring what 

happens to them or why. This is a Cleveland Zoo animal, done by me in the 

Australian section of the 

 zoo.  It often is asleep when we see it, as here.  He or she clutches to the 

tree while sleeping, It is not a bear, one of many misnamed animals, why 



people keep calling at it bear, when it is not, is a testament to their 

ignorance. It is a marsupial, not a bear. Its closest relation is the Wombat, 

which is a ground animal.  There are over 45-50 species extinct since the 

English took over Australia in 1788. They include various birds, some large 

some smaller, Wallabys, Flying Fox, Mice, some large lizards, as well as the 

badly named Tasmanian Devil, among others. Some of these have been 

driven to extinction by English cats, which again were introduced by 

European people, mostly British.  Now the Australians are shooting the 

cats, and poisoning them, though it is not known if that will work. 

Throwing down poison meat form airplanes is useless and often kills what 

one wishes to save.  The US tried to do that to Coyotes, but only succeeded 

in increasing their number. But Australia is a unique environment, mostly 

made up of various Eucalyptus trees and Shrubs and many kinds of 

Marsupials. Introducing a different kind of mammal into a country full of 

Marsupials has been disastrous.  Yet they are doing what they have always 

done: Killing others with guns and poisons. It is the fault of the Australians 

themselves. Like Americans, Australians think they alone own everything, 

and their selfish greed rules the continent. 

  

This is not true, but they continue to act as if it were. 

 

            “The continent has the highest mammal extinction rate in the world. Cats 

are considered to have been a leading threat for 22 of the extinct species, 

including the broad-faced potoroo, the crescent nailtail wallaby and the big-

eared hopping mouse.” 

 A New York Times article on Cats says this. 



            Also cited are the Bettong also called the Boodie, the Bandicoot and many 

others, including Bird and Lizard species. Not letting cats outside seems to 

be one of the solutions to this. I am not opposed to the killing cats under 

this circumstance, since they are eliminating many species on the lonely 

continent  of Australia, but so far, I am not crazy about the methods they 

are using, as Bowhunters often miss and guns are not very effective either. 

Dropping poison sausages out of airplanes also seems questionable as many 

other native species are killed too.  If it can be humanely done, then yes, go 

ahead, but as it is now being done, no, probably not. 

 

 

 

Fly 

 



            The Fly is an animal in the Class Insecta and of the order Diptera, which 

means two wings, the 3rd and forth wing have been adapted and became 

halteres. The halteres are a mechanism that enable the fly to keep its 

balance even during sharp turns. This is an interesting and useful 

evolutionary adaptation. Like all insects it has 6 legs and an exoskeleton. 

There are one hundred million year old flies that look about new, caught in 

amber from the Baltic region to Myanamar. Hover Flies have been shown to 

suffer huge declines, in recent times. 

            “In the Krefeld data, hover flies—important pollinators often 

mistaken for bees—show a particularly steep decline. In 1989,  

the group's traps in one reserve collected 17,291 hover flies from 143 

species. In 2014, at the same locations, they found 

 only 2737 individuals from 104 species.” 

 https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/05/where-have-all-insects-

gone 

Finding data on, say, horse or house fly populations is more difficult. Flies 

are poisoned with neonicotinoids, glyphosate and many other toxic 

chemicals. They are killed by insecticide glues and stuck to killing strips in 

kitchens and on porches. They are ‘zapped’ to death  by electric killers put 

out on suburban lawns. Yet they are an important carrion eater. Their pupa 

forms worms called maggots, eat waste of all kinds as well as eat decaying 

animals all over the earth. Use of these killing agents is more that suspect, it 

is wrong.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

Red Tails, Jack Rabbit, Pronghorns, and Marmot. 1999-2018 



 

Jack Rabbits are not really rabbits. They are all of the order Legomorphs, but the Jack 

Rabbit is really a Hare or Lepus, a different species than the various kinds of rabbits.  

Hare babies, called Leverets are born with hair and eyes open and the ability to soon be 

on their own, whereas rabbits are born with eyes closed and the babies are hairless and 

unable to function. Totally different. 

 

 



 

Cottontail Rabbit and Heron 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meer Cat 



 

Giraffe 

 

These are very interesting animals, as like elephants the talk somewhat in 

infra sound. They also provoke a reaction in trees where they strip leaves  

off of Acacia branches, in Africa. The trees get so upset by this they release a 

tannin chemical to prevent the Giraffes from eating further, and 



communicate by means of smell to other Acacia trees that they are being 

attacked by Giraffes. Giraffes have evidently learned to travel in the 

opposite direction to the wind to find Acacia leaves to eat. This story is told 

by Peter Wohllenben in The Secret Life of Trees 

 

I have studied the anatomy of Giraffes a bit and they have the same number 

of neck bones that we do. Only 7, but they are much longer and bigger. They 

also have a vaso-vagel nerve that goes all the way up the neck and then back 

down to their chest. It is much longer than the same nerve which we have 

which does not need to travel very far, given our much smaller size. An 

average Giraffe can be 18 feet tall. Born Free of the UK states: 

 

“Three of the currently recognized nine subspecies were listed as 

Critically Endangered or Endangered on the latest IUCN Red List. 

Those subspecies in East, Central, and West Africa are faring 

particularly poorly: the Kordofan and Nubian giraffes, with 

respectively 2,000 and 2,645 individuals remaining, are now just one 

stage from Extinct in the Wild.” 



 

 

Northern White Rhinoceros 

 

This animal died on March 18, 2018 and was the last male of its subspecies 

of white Rhino. The Chinese and Thai men who bought rhino horn pills to 

solve their sexual problems are responsible for the extinction of this animal, 

Moreover it has been shown that Rhino horn does nothing for humans, 

much less help the human men sexually. Rhino horn has nothing to do with 

human erections or with maintaining them. The fact that this delusion has 

now resulted in an animal going extinct shows the inanity of speciesist 

attitudes toward animals. Leaders like Mao Tzu Dong, foolishly allowed this 

nonsense to go on. 



 

 

 

              

 

 



 

 Male Elephant, drawing 2019 

This animal, named Willy, is an elephant at the Cleveland zoo. Im am not crazy 

about zoos, though some of them are better than others. 

He is huge and weighs 14,000 pounds and stands 13 feet at the shoulder. 

I have seen him throw around large tree trunks, three feet wide and twenty feet 

long. I could not even move it, much less throw it. 

It was an amazing thing to see. 

I took pictures of this elephant draining from its musth caused temporal gland on 



the side of its face 

The temporal gland is near the eye and can weigh up to 3 kilograms in adult bulls. 

The skin of elephants, particularly the African ones 

is strongly furrowed or “wrinkled”. I am not sure that calling it “wrinkled” is very 

observant. It is not wrinkled actually, more a furrow than a wrinkle, 

but a permeant feature of the animal. It is thought that the furrowed nature of its 

skin helps the animal preserve water in heat and so helps cool it off.  

There is no doubt that the Elephants trunk is an amazing appendage . It may be the 

most sensitive, best smeller, most enervated and versatile appendage in all of 

nature. The question of how many muscles are in the trunk depends of how one 

defines muscles. It one means large or long things, there are reportedly ten 

thousand in an elephants trunk. If one means fascicles there are many more, 

148 thousand, a researcher found.  

 



 

 

Red Eft 

(an eft is an early form of a salamander, 

This one is red when it is an eft and green when an adult) 

 

 

 



 

Minnow 

 

So, it is hard to conclude about animals. I would have liked to have done 

more portraits of them. But what there is here is enough for now. I could 

include birds and insects, but have decided not to, with a few exceptions. 

There are a few things more to say. In the last few years I have studied 

Darwin more extensively, and those he influenced. 

Darwin got very interested in domestication of animals, and worked on 

Pigeons, Dogs and others.  He shows a lot of knowledge of plants, 

including  Orchids and intermediate species such as Barnacles. He does 

notice the selfish end to which humans domesticate other beings, and notes 

that “man selects only for his own good”,( pg. 41, Origin of Species) which is 

really not selection at all, but abusive animal design for human purposes, 

akin to genetic engineering, which grows out of ‘artificial selection’.  His 

dismal conclusion about this is correct. 



Most of what is done by genetic companies involves changing the genome 

into a profit producing organisms that have been altered to elicit profits for 

the company. This is akin to slavery, turning life forms into profit making 

beings for CEO’s and stockholders of the company. In some ways it is worse 

than slavery since it involves changing the internal structure of the animal 

so someone can make more money out of it. The ethics of this has long been 

discussed, and in my opinion it is unethical. These companies and their 

practices need to be much more closely monitored, regulated or stopped. 

 

           In contrast to the human centered selfishness of domestication,  

Darwin defines animal evolution and natural selection  in its natural state 

as a thing of great beauty. So while man ‘selects only for his own good”, 

“nature only [selects for the good] of that being which she tends” (ibid. pg 

41). This is what he calls “nature’s economy” and it is decidedly opposite to 

the selfish economy of human beings in a capitalist state, defined as 

Biocapitalism.  Natures economy is a good thing, biocapitalism is not.  

Biocapitalism is selfish, whereas nature’s economy is done for the best and 

survival of all. Each being creates itself and niether imaginary gods, nor 

theophany or the politics of lying have anything to do with it. Nor does   

Nature’s economy resemble the former Soviet system of communism.  

 

Such a natural economy produces both wonderful individuals and an 

ecology in which they fit, which does the least harm, encouraging each 

species to live well in the world it prospers in. The ethic that rules “nature’s 

economy” is life itself, the most survival and life possible, and yes there is 

death in it, but minimized as much as it can be. Thoreau has a similar 



concept, as indeed, it is a real thing and not the fictions reproduced by 

those with a speciesism of human centered interests. 

           So Darwin was struggling with a nascent genetics in his Origin of the 

Species and waxes poetic. His book, rarely read in today’s world. which 

needs to read it, is a masterpiece of the preservationist point of view, which 

like Thoreau, sees “in wildness is the preservation of the world”. Darwin 

writes, beautifully, that humans often 

             ‘begin his selection  by some half-monstrous form, or at least by 

some modification prominent enough to catch the eye or to be plainly 

useful to him. Under nature, [ in contrast] the slightest differences of 

structure or constitution may well turn the nicely balanced scale in 

 the struggle for life, and so be preserved. How fleeting are the wishes 

and efforts of man! How short his time! and consequently how poor 

will be his results compared with those accumulated by Nature during  

the whole geological periods. Can we wonder then, that Nature’s  

productions would be far “truer” in character than man’s productions: 

that they would be infinitely better adapted to the most complex 

conditions of life, and should plainly bear the stamp of far higher 

workmanship. “(ibid. pg, 41-42.) 

             In other words, genetic experiments on animals or humans are often, even 

invariably, pathetic, short sighted and often destructive, whereas nature 

produces beautiful changes in species, kinds and heredity. A good example 

of playing with fire is the horrible abuse of insects via herbicides like 

Glyphosate and others. 60% of crops have been treated with this poison, 

world wide, and  populations of insects are down this much or more, over 



most of the world. Yes it makes money for the few in power, but does so at 

too high of an expense to the existence of all. Climate change and other 

herbicides are also killing off insects. Most people, with their usual 

speciesist point of view, could care less that insects are dying off or that the 

temperature of the earth is rising. But this is wrong, many birds depend on 

insects, and they are in decline too.  Other animals that depend of insects, 

such as frogs,  lizards or snakes are in decline too. Humans do not have the 

right to do this and they get away with it only because laws have not been 

put in place to protect animals and insects and stop the exterminators. 

Human law is a human centered or speciesist joke. Biocapitalism fails 

nature as well as most humans. 

           Darwin is not to be blamed for this. Banks, fossil fuel companies, as well as 

Genetic companies and their CEO’s are destroying the world, the insects, 

the birds, the planet we live on. The notion that they are “our” birds, or 

“our” insects is absurd. They belong to no one but themselves. 

Biocapitalism is human centered, death dealing and polluting. All that is 

not worth making a few board members and CEO’s rich. It is clear that 

Darwin was condemning the kind of behavior one sees here. Humans have 

no right to kill off insects and animals so they can make more money. 

Making nature the scapegoat of human desires and greed is to commit a 

crime against it. Insects and animals pay the cost of CEO greed with their 

lives, just as slaves used to. This has to be stopped: they must be stopped. 

To many species are going extinct so a few men and their families can have 

too much  money and stuff. 

 

In Origin of  Species, Darwin is writing nearly a hundred years before DNA, 



and 50 years before the influence of Georg Mendel.  Yes, Darwin was way 

ahead of  the time he lived in, but most of the early pages of Origin is 

devoted to trying to understand how varieties and speciation happen, what 

the mechanism is that governs life, how self-fertilization or sexual 

fertilization occur and how species and kinds work to make our world. Self-

fertilization and genetic engineering are often not successful and often very 

destructive. 

          Cyway Lloyd Morgan wrote his “canon” against animals in science. Which 

states: “In no case may we interpret an action as the outcome of the  

exercise of a higher mental faculty, if it can be interpreted as the exercise 

of one which stands lower in the psychological scale”  This became a kind 

of academic dogma—ridiculous on its face.. The main point of it was to 

support behaviorism, the net effect was an imprimatur to keep up the 

animal put down of speciesism. It autocratically insists that scientists that 

study animals only attribute the lowest level of mental ability required in 

their  research on animals and nature. But for humans, no praise is too 

high.  This is not science, but it is demeaning to animals and it is ideological 

control. It is speciesism, pure and simple. 



 

Mother and Young Gray Whale 

(I saw something like this off the coast North of Eureka, Ca. The water was a little more vague 

and denser, but I sacrificed that to show the form of the Whales more clearly.) 

 

 

Morgan says that  consciousness attains in humankind its highest reflective 

or “supra-reflective” level. Human consciousness has become something of 

a farce. The need to look in a “supra-reflective” mirror is merely god like 

Narcissism. It is transcendental magnification, pure and simple, and 

speciesism of a particularly odious kind, closely akin to the racism that was 

sparked by Herbert Spencer and others around the same time. Lloyd 

Morgan is in some ways  the intellectual ancestor of those companies who 

alter animal genes for profit: Cows with extra stomachs are created by 



genetic engineers. Salmon that are 4 times the size and become meat 

quicker and are raised in disgusting pens that pollute the oceans. Darwin’s 

view of animals, in comparison, like that of his follower G. J. Romanes is 

that animal intelligence is in a continuum with human intelligence, and so 

non-humans also deserve credit for their minds. Animals have different 

needs and employ a different intelligence to acquire what they need. The 

idea that animals are on an inferior and lower level to humans results in 

animal abuse, but the notion that animals are different than humans,  and 

vice versa, results in equality between the two and laws that protect 

animals. This has not come to pass as yet fully, but it must do eventually. 

Now would be good. 

 So my own study of animals in paint took place over many years. Rather 

than do a Sue Coe type cartoonish study of animals being abused, which I 

could have done, I wished to show them not being abused, but rather 

beautifully living in their own environments. Coe is unlikely to be listened 

to, and even if she is, this will hardly stop the CEO from making money off 

the suffering of animals if they can. I put myself in the painting 

occasionally, looking at animals, amazed mostly, though sometimes 

mourning their loss. I was and am amazed by them, and I love them more 

with each and every species I study.  

 

Animals try to find the environment they are safe in, though many adapt to 

humans, often hiding in our own yards or in cities. I have seen raccoons in 

downtown San Francisco,  or Night Hawks in towns.  One could show 

pictures of slaves being abused, or factory farms of chickens pigs or cows 

being killed. There are websites that show these things.  They are effective, 



though minimally so. There are even more pictures of men sitting holding 

the head of an animal they killed and proud of killing it. Indeed, there are 

far too many people proud of this killing in this mayhem culture primarily 

about human freedom at the expense of other species. I have no interest in 

such images and their existence is proof of human depravity, in my opinion. 

Trophy hunting or heads on walls are repulsive.  

 

Few people understand how much humans are destroying life on earth, 

everywhere. There are too many pictures in existence and few care about 

what they see or what pictures mean. Protests against the destruction of 

earth or animals upon it are great, but they are not stopping it. Wearing fur 

coats is likewise repulsive. Ivory, or Elephant tusks is repulsive, using 

Rhino horn pills is repulsive. 

It is clear that such abuse of animals as caused the Covid 19 virus to develop 

depend on government corruption, and this is turn depends on the keeping 

open of wild animal markets. Very few people make money from this and 

the result so far has been 325,000 deaths.(5/20/2020) This is more one 

quarter of a million  people killed by Chinese love of wild meat. At Tyson 

foods in Waterloo, Iowa, over a thousand employees have tested positive for 

the coronavirus.  This is ridiculous and is due to CEO abuse of workers.  

The wild animal markets in China need to be shut down yesterday. The 

U.N. caused China to temporarily ban the sale of wild animals and their 

parts. That is good but it is not enough. There is a world wide black market 

of such goods and simultaneously, a population explosion in Africa and 

elsewhere. In order to stop that, use of contraceptives needs to be made 



much more prevalent. The black market of the animal trade must be 

stopped. 

 

Elizabeth Maruma Mrema  is acting as executive secretary of the UN 

Convention on Biological Diversity for the Unitied Nations. “Mrema said 

she was optimistic that the world would take the consequences of the 

destruction of the natural world more seriously in the wake of the Covid-19 

outbreak when countries returned to negotiate the post-2020 framework 

for biodiversity, billed as the Paris agreement for nature.” 

 “We know in the late 1990s in Malaysia with the outbreak of Nipah 

virus, it is believed that the virus was a result of forest fires, 

deforestation and drought which had caused fruit bats, the natural 

carriers of the virus,  to move from the forests into the peat farms. It 

infected the farmers, which infected other humans and  that led to the 

spread of disease. 

“Preserving intact ecosystems and biodiversity will help us reduce the 

prevalence of some of these diseases. So the way we farm, the way we 

use the soils, the way we protect coastal ecosystems and the way we  

treat our forests will either wreck the future or help us live longer,”  

 

 

It is clear from many and various sources that animals are not doing well. 

Many are going extinct. The earth’s 6th extinction has been postulated as 



human caused, the so called Anthropocene Epoch in which human beings 

have become the bad guys who are destroying the planet. Businessmen see 

only the bottom line and will let an animal go extinct rather than see their 

own money suffer decline, even if it means they will only continue making 

money for a short time. The market thus rewards madness in one’s 

behavior. The species goes extinct and no one makes that part of their 

monetary calculation. Not even the businessman who is going to suffer 

takes seriously that the species he caused to go extinct has hurt him too. 

This is an extreme sort of foolishness that happens in the real world all too 

often.  

 

The solution to this is to stop the cycle of mad investment. Stop allowing 

money to be made excessively and allowing the extinction of animals so 

that the rich can get richer. The solution is to stop biocapitalism in all its 

forms, now. It means to stop the profiting from cutting down forests; stop 

the overheating of the earth; the killing of coral reefs; the killing of the seas, 

the albatross on long lines; the killing of lions for sport; the excessive birth 

of human babies in Africa and India; stop the trading in wild animals; the 

hunting and scapegoating of them; stop seeing animals, birds and insects as 

a dispensable irrelevance and start seeing them as equal beings on a fragile 

earth. They are well worth the rights that they say they have. We need to 

listen to them, and listen to what they say, in their own way. 

 

 



 

 

On the Coronavirus, or Covid 19. 

 

The Coronavirus came to the US. and resulted in many public, schools, 

libraries, museums, restaurants and institutions,-- wherever people gather-

- being closed down. The cause of this appears to be the wild animal 

markets in China.  David Benatar writes in the New York Times: 

The “wet” markets of China are a prime example. They are the likely 

source not only of Covid-19 but also of Severe Acute Respiratory 

Syndrome (SARS) and some outbreaks of avian influenza, for 

example. (Another possible source of the coronavirus that causes 

Covid-19 may be one of the many mixed wildlife-livestock farms in 

China, but humans are responsible for those, too.) 

The marketers in China cause a lot of harm to our world killing off or 

exploiting Rhinos, Bears, Sharks, Saiga, Elephants, Pangolins and many 

others for bogus “medicines”. There is no medical value with what they do. 

It is biocapital wildlife abuse. There is also a tendency to sell everything, 

including bats, which is probably where the  Covid 19 virus comes from. 



The solution according two experts is to monitor and control much more 

closely how people use and treat wild animals. Jane Goodall thinks that the 

wildlife Markets should be closed down. At the moment this has been done. 

One does not know who long this will be the case or who prevalent the 

Blackmarket is in China and elsewhere. 

“ 

 

It is worth quoting David Benatar at some length: He writes further that: 

The “wet” markets, which are found not only in China but also in 

some other East Asian countries, have a number of features that 

makes them especially conducive to spawning infectious zoonotic 

diseases. Live animals are housed in extremely cramped conditions 

until they are slaughtered in the market for those who have purchased 

them. In these conditions, infections are easily transmitted from one 

animal to another. Because new animals are regularly being brought 

to market, a disease can be spread through a chain of infection from 

one animal to others that arrive in the market much later. The 

proximity to humans, coupled with the flood of blood, excrement and 

other bodily fluids and parts, all facilitate the infection of humans. 

Once transmission from human to human occurs, an epidemic is the 

expected outcome, unless the problem is quickly contained. Global air 

travel can convert epidemic to pandemic within weeks or months — 

exactly as it did with the coronavirus. 

 



It is these very conditions that facilitate the emergence of new 

infectious diseases and that also inflict horrific harms on animals — 

being kept in confined conditions and then butchered. Simply put, the 

coronavirus pandemic is a result of our gross maltreatment of 

animals. 

 

What these and many other examples show is that harming animals 

can lead to considerable harm to humans. This provides a self-

interested reason — in addition to the even stronger moral reasons — 

for humans to treat animals better. The problem is that even self-

interest is an imperfect motivator. For all the puffery in calling 

ourselves Homo sapiens, the “wise human,” we display remarkably 

little wisdom, even of a prudential kind. 

 

 

 

This is not to deny the many intellectual achievements of humankind. 

However, they are combined with many cognitive and moral 

shortcomings, including undue confidence in our ability to solve 

problems. In general, humans respond to pandemics rather than act 

to prevent them — we attempt to prevent their spread after they 

emerge and to develop treatments for those infected. The current 

crisis demonstrates the folly of this approach. The closest we come to 

prevention is the effort to develop vaccines. But even this sort of 

prevention is a kind of reaction. Vaccines are developed in response 

to viruses that have already emerged. As the coronavirus experience 

shows, there can be a significant lag between that emergence and the 



development of a safe and effective vaccine, during which time great 

damage can be done both by the virus and by attempts to prevent its 

spread. 

 

Real prevention requires taking steps to minimize the chances of the 

virus or other infectious agents emerging in the first place. One of a 

number of crucial measures would be a more intelligent — and more 

compassionate — appraisal of our treatment of nonhuman animals, 

and concomitant action. 

(https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/13/opinion/animal-cruelty-

coronavirus.html ) 

 

Since it is clear that this is a human caused pandemic the solution to it is to 

stop the wet markets who deal in wild animals. This would be a start to 

preventing such a disease pandemic in the future. It is mostly a win-win 

thing to do. Animals and most humans both win, only the dealers who are 

after money and don’t care who they infect or how much suffering they 

cause, so long as they can get away with it. 
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